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ABSTRACT A modified low pass maximally flat inverse Chebyshev filter is
suggested in this paper, and is shown to have improvement over previous
known Chebyshev filters. The coefficients of this modified filter, using a
higher order polynomial with multiplicity of the dominant pole-pair, have
been determined. The pole locations and the Q factors for different orders
of filters are tabulated using an optimization algorithm.

1. Introduction

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in deriving suboptimal transfer func
tions with low Qdominant poles[1-3J. The suboptimality of these functions allows for
low precision requirements in both active RC-filters and digital filters. It is, however,
noted that the minimal order filter is not necessarily the least complex filter.

In a recent article, Premoli[11 used the notion of multiplicity in the dominant poles
to obtain multiple critical root maximally flat (MUCROMAF) polynomials for low
pass filters. An alternative method for deriving these functions, referred to as mod
ified Butterworth functions, has been presented by Massad and Yariagaddal2J . Also
a new class of multiple critical root pair, equal ripple (MUCROER) filtering func
tions, having higher degree than the filtering functions, has been presented by
Premoli[1l. By relaxing the equal ripple conditions, Massad and Yarlagadda derived
a new algorithm to find modified Chebyshev functions which have lower Qdominant
polesl21 . The generation of modified functions involves starting with a classical func
tion such as Butterworth of Chebyshev of order n and deriving a suboptimal function
of order m = n + 2(c-I), where c corresponds to the multiplicity of the dominant
pole pair. It is known that the rate drop of Q,/ (the quality factor of the dominant mul
tiple poles)l21 is largest when c = 2, which corresponds to m = n + 2. The Q" is given
by
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(I)

where R and I are the real and imaginary parts of the dominant poles.

In this paper, the same multiple dominant pole notion is used to develop modified
Chebyshev-2 filtering functions. The derived function has the maximally flat prop
erty in the pass-band and the non equiripple property in the stop-band and the prop
osed approach is an extension of an earlier paper on modified Butterworth func
tion I2 ]. Poles for the modified functions and previous Chebyshev-2 functions are
given in Tables I and 2 respectively, while the Q's of the dominant poles are com-

TABLE I. Poles of modified Chybyshev-2 transfer function L", (5).

For c = 2. m = n + 2 (c - I). Pass-Band Spec. 3dB

m
Double Pole

Column

4
- .49699446
± j .57476077

5
- .332689lJ4 - .57725896
± j .600411171

6
- .25147142 - .528116723
±j .60611979 ± j .20605848

7
- .20230990 - .46516686 - .563lJ4148
±j .60582lJ30 ± j .32236163

II
- . 16lJIlJ994 - A0688466 - .5457111112
= j .60327956 ±j .390834411 ± j .144714711

lJ
- .14539173 - .35806lJ 1I - .501118486 - .567237110
± j .599117729 ±j .43315928 ± j .244828112

10
- .12742565 - .31810163 - .46632798 - .55683296
± j .596154118 ± j .46044171 ±j .31408764 ± j .11300050

11
- .11332476 - .28535770 - .42637940 - .53123961 - .570110646
±j .5Y241414 ± j .46868511 ± J .36259098 ± j .19892716

12
- .10205094 - .25835009 - .39041116 - .499843711 - .56371039
±j .58879143 ± j .49127497 ± j .39719556 ±j .26365734 ± j .092987759

pared with those of the Chebyshev and modified Chebyshev functions in Table 3.
Table 4 shows tlie Chebyshev polynomial of degree 2n of order 2 to 10, while Table 5
shows the new generated Inverse Chebyshev polynomial of Table 4.

2. Problem Statement

Let

w W
C1 ( _~) + 2 c2 ( _~ )

n W C /I W
C

(2)

be the Chebyshev-2 function (see Appendix A for definition) satisfying the pass-
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TMILE~. Polc~ of Chybyshev-~ transfer function H" (5).
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For c = 2_ m=n+2(c-I). Pass-Band Spec. 3dB

n
Single Pole

Column

2
- .40000000
"± j .48989795

3
- .24796591 - .65598996
::: j .51365275

4
- .18106360 - .55552149
± j .51828533 "±j .27282695

5
- .14307318 - .4473151 ~ - .62832847
"±j .52004107 "± j .38382219

6
- .11841435 - .36910064 - .58690160
"± j .52077428 ± j .43495310 ± j .18531705

7
- .10 105~40 - .31304690 - .52097939 - .6201020\

± j .52095341 ± i .46189562 ::: i .2952125~

8
- .088141864 - .27150485 - .45939046 - .59700732

::: i .520280228 ±. j .47757044 ± j .37076716 ± j .13957058

9
- .078156206 - .23963385 - .40763603 - .55375153 - .61539617
± j .520453044 ± j .48735523 ± j .40162704 "±j .23665607

10
- .070199156 - .2144499\ - .36511099 - .50n9719 - .60043964
±. j .51998829 i:.j .49378078 :':. j .42835031 ± i .303251 ~O ±. j .111572~2

TMILE 3. Comparison of quality factors.

For c = 2. m=n+2(c-I). Pass-Band Spec. 3dB

/I Chebyshev-2 Q, m MCF-2Q,
-

2 o7905694165 4 0.7644328365

-
3 1.150105215 5 1.031718055

'-
4 1.516048694 6 1.304752092

5 1.884920671 7 1.578559034

6 2.255078176 8 1.851531 ~OO

7 2.625686159 9 2.122696745

8 2.996353102 10 2.392066040

9 3.366902594 II 2.661183131

10 3.73726279 12 2.927801861
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TABLE 4. Chebyshev polynomial of degree 2n of order 2 to 10.

n c:: (w)

-
2 1-4w2 + 4w'

,

3 9w2 -24w4 + 16wh

4 1-16w2 + 80w4
- 128wh + 64wx

5 25w2 -200w4 + 560wh -640wx + 256w lO

6 1-36w2 + 420w4
- 1792wh + 3456wx- 3072wlll + 1024wl2

7 49w2-784w' + 4704wh-13440wx+ 19712w"1_14336w I2 + 4096w 14

8 1-64w2 + 1344w4 -10752wh + 42240wx-90112wlll + 106496wl2 -65536w 14 + 16384wlh

9 81w2 -2160w4+ 22176w" -114048wx+ 329472wlll _559104w I2 + 552960w l
• - 294912wlO + 65536w lS

10 J-IOOw2+ 3300w' -42240wh + 274560wx- 1025024wlll + 2329600wl2 - 3276800W 14 + 2785280w 1o

-13J0720wIX + 262 I44w211

TABLE 5. Inverse Chebyshev polynomial of degree 2n of order 2 to 10.

n C2 (...!...)
" w

2 (4-4w2 + w4
) w· 4

3 (16- 24w2 + 9w4
) w-o

4 (64- l28w2+ 80w' -16wh + WX
) w- x

5 (256- 640w2 + 560w4
- 200wh + 25wX

) w· 10

6 (1024 -3072wl - 3456w' -1792wh + 420wx-36wlll + Wll) w· 12

7 (4096-14336w2 + 19712w4-13440wh+ 4704wx-784wlll + 49w12) w· 14

8 (16384-65536w2 + 106496w4
- 90112wh + 42240wx- 10752w lO + 1344w12 _64W I4 + wlO) W· lh

9 (65536-294912w2 + 552960w'- 559104wh + 329472wx-114048w lO -22176wll - 2160w l4

+ 81w10) w- 1X

10 (262144-1310720w2 + 2785280w4
- 3276800wo + 2329600wx- J025024wlll + 274560w l2

-42240W14 + 3300w10-lOOw1R + w2(1
) w- 211

band and stop-band requirements in the frequency domain, where it is assumed that
0< Iwl < we corresponds to the pass-band, and we < Iwl < wrcorresponds to the trans-

ition region, while Iwl > w r corresponds to the stop-bands, and en (~~ )is a number
e

which takes care of the stop-band specification, as shown by Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Low-pass filter specification.

(3)
c~ ( ~ ) + e

2 C~ ( ~ )
c

I HnUD) 1

2

Defining a normalized frequency!2 == ~- , then it is clear from Fig. 1that~: = !2c
w r wr

and the beginning of the stop-band!2r is unity. Consequently, (2) can be expressed as

C~ ( A)

It is required to find' a modified Chebyshev-2 function of the form

C~ ( A)
(4)

satisfying the frequency domain specifications with the constraint that

Hun)
IF (i!2) 1

2 = I n 1

2

L m U!2)
(5)

deviates the least amount from unity for frequencies close to !2 = O. Also, the Q fac
tor of the dominant poles from (4) must be less than the Q factor of the dominant
poles of (1). As the function of (3) is replaced by the function of (4), the new function
can be easily shown to have the same zeros and poles as (3) in addition to three addi
tional poles.
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3. Modified Chebyshev-2 Polynomials

The maximum flatness in the pass-band imposes the constraint that
I F (jD) IZ = I Hn(jD) / Lm(jD) IZ should deviates the least amount from unity at fre
quencies close to zero. It is required that the first (n - 1) derivatives of (4) with re
spect to DZ must be equal zero at D = Olzi. This results in d z = d 4 = ... = d Zn _ 2 .

Noting that
11/

D- 21l ~
i; 1

where m = n + 2(c -1) and c = 2 for multiplicity of the pole.

Therefore equation (4) can be rewritten as

2 2 I Il+Z [lZi
+ E ell ( n ) .~ d2i Dh,'

(' (-II

(6)

Or in general form

(7)

Z(e-I)

L
, = II

(8)

At the cutoff frequency, D = 1, (normalized), it is required that
Lm I (j fl) IZ:S IHII (j D)lz, consequently

Z (e - I)

" ZL dZ(i+ll) D /
i = II

Z(e- I)

I dz(/ + II) = 1, at D = 1
i; II

therefore

or

d Z (Il) + d 2 (1 + II) + ... + dZ(Ze_Z -t 11) =

Z (e- I)

d2 (1l) = 1- I dZ(i+ll)
i = I

(9)

where the d,'s are the unknown coefficients to be determined.

It follows from (3) and (4), that
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(10)1
G (D)

Assuming the pole multiplicity, it follows that the first (c - 1) derivatives of G(D)
will be zero at D = Dd = (R+jI); in addition, it is clear that G(Dd) = O. These give
a set of 2c simultaneous nonlinear equations in 2c unknowns R, 1, d2 (2c + n _ 2) .

A look into the pass- and stop-band specifications reveals that the function
IL m(ji2) 1

2 satisfies the stop-band specification. That is,

ILm (jD)1 2 ~ IHn (jD)1 2 for D ~ 1

Using an argument similar to the presentation of Premoli[1l, one can show that the
above equation is true. However, the pass-band specifications may not be met, in
general. Note that the constraints are reversed from the modified Butterworth case.
If pass-band specifications need to be satisfied, relevant modifications are discussed
in the next section.

Looking briefly into the solution of the above mentioned equations, we will con
sider c = 2, as it corresponds to the largest Qd drop. The four equations involving four
unknowns can be reduced to two equations in two unknowns by eliminating d2 (2c+n-3)

and d2 (c+n-2)' The real and imaginary parts of the equation give two equations in two
unknowns, the real and imaginary parts of Dd.

4. Computer Method to Solve Nonlinear Simultaneous Equation

To find the pole-locations of modified. filter function two computer programs are
used, one of which solves a system of simultaneous nonlinear equationsl4J . These
simultaneous equations are a result of some constraints on the dominant poles. The
computer program calls several subroutines to find a local minimum of a function
which can be expressed"as a sum of squares of functions. The following methods are
used in solving the set of equations

1. Marquardt's Method ('-downhill;' method);
2. The Guass-Newton Method ('-one-step" method).

The above nonlinear least squares problem is defined as

N

Minimize PHI = L
1 = 1

(fitted model); - (observed values);

(standard error)7

where PHI is the function to be minimized~

The computer program is available on request from any of the authors.
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5. Performance of The Modified Filter

Variation of the magnitude squared for the modified and the original inverse
Chebyshev filter, versus the frequency are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. It is

PASSBAND

FIG. 2. Variation of the magnitude squared of the originaJ inverse Chebyshev function against frequency
for differing values of n (different order).
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FIG. 3. Variation of the'magnitude squared of the modified inverse Chebyshev function against frequency
for differing values of M (different order).
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clear trom the graphs that the modified filter provides both a wider bandwidth and a
shorter transition region than the normal filter.

Magnitude comparisons between different order inverse Chebyshev and different
order modified inverse Chebyshev function are shown in Fig. 2,3,4 and 5, respec
tively. Deduction of the differences of bandwidth and the transition region for both
filters are obvious.

Figure 6 shows the performance of both filters in the band-stop region. It is clear
from the graphs that the modified filter has a minimized side lobe which shows the
ability of this filter to work as a perfect stop-band in the above mentioned region.

STOPBAND
~ n:4 old
.:} M:6 new

! • _. • r •• - •••• ,- • - ••••• - • - I- ••• - - •• - •••••• b'

n

FIG. 6. Magnitude comparison between fourth order inverse Chebyshev and sixth order olodified inverse
Chebyshev function.

6. Conclusion

A modified maximally flat inverse Chebyshev function with a higher degree but
much reduced dominant pole pair Q factor than that of the corresponding inverse
Chebyshev function has been presented. The transfer function is derived for diffe
rent orders using the assumption that the derivative of its magnitude squared with re
spect to the squared frequency variable is equal to zero. The modified transfer func
tion gives a higher quality filter and therefore better stability on the expense of a re
duced transition region. However, as the order of the filter increases, little deviation
program using the Marquardt and modified Marquardt methods and the Gauss
Newton method has been used to determine the pole locations.
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Appendix A

Chebyshev-2 Functions

Inverse Chebyshev Filter

A Chebyshev polynomial of degree n is defined by

cos (n arc cos w), w ~

cosh (n arc cosh w), w > 1 (AI)

The squared transfer function of an nth order type I characteristic filter is given
by[5]

(A2)

(A3)

as shown in Fig. 7a.

In the denominator of (A2), the square of the Chebyshev polynomial is multiplied
by a ripple factor £2, since the polynomials take negative as well as positive values
with a maximum absolute value of unity in the pass-band -1 ~ w:::; 1. The value of £

controls the pass- and stop-band specifications.

The resulting transfer function HI (jw) is characterised by equal ripple in the pass
band and by monotonic fall-off in the stop-band.

Subtracting such a response from unity, as illustrated in Fig r. 7b gives a new
squared magnitude function which is known as high-pass type I filter.

I HI (jw) I~p I - I HI (jw) I~p

I1- -----
I + £2 c~ (w)

i2 C~ (w)
------
1+£2C~(w)

Applying the frequency transformation, replacing w by ~ thus interchanging the
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w (a)

------ -------~----

(b)

w

L-----~----..;;;;:-.-..--~w

1

(c)

FIG. 7. The Chebyshev filter (a), and an intermediate step (b) to obtain the inverse Chebyshev response
in (c).

behavior at infinity and the origion, the high-pass type I becomes a low-pass type II
filter as shown by Fig. 7c give by

1 (A4)
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For convenience in comparing the formulas for the value of n required for a
specified attenuation in the pass- and stop-bands of a Chebyshev and inverse
Chebyshev (i.e., type I and type II) characteristic filter respectively, we redefine

1 = £'z CZ (_1 ) (AS)
£2 n We

Therefore (AS) becomes

(A6)

rewriting £' as £, we get

(A7)
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